Identifying Risk for Falls
The Problem

ABC Questionnaire

Number of Patients

A number of patients referred to outpatient physical therapy services possess a
number of co-morbidities which are strongly correlated with a heightened fall risk,
even without a history of falls or overt balance impairment. The Rehab Services
department analyzed the assessment process completed for a patient who had not
yet fallen, yet presented with potential risk factors.

Goal
To identify the patients who demonstrate fall risk, prior to a clinical presentation of a
balance or activity related impairment. As experts in activity and function, the
physical therapists would then provide effective treatment intervention to maximize
function and safety.

The Team
Colleen Kennedy PT, GCS
Mark Dynan PT, DPT, OCS
Joan Drevins PT, MS, CCS

Kathy Shillue PT, DPT, OCS
Jim Giebfried PT, DPT
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The Interventions
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Activities-specific Balance Confidence Scale (ABC) administered to randomly
selected patients who presented in BIDMC outpatient clinics for evaluation
A score of 67% or below used for identification of adults with a higher probability
of falls
Patients with scores below 67% were provided with additional information
regarding safety, balance enhancing activities and further evaluation of
impairments which may lead to a fall, with treatment interventions designed to
target any deficits
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The Results
Scores varied widely from one clinical site to another.
Consensus was reached among the staff that the ABC questionnaire was a reliable
indicator of fall risk and could be used for all patients. The ABC correlated with other
indicators of significant fall risk. Patient education regarding safety, balance and
generalized strength and conditioning were essential components of intervention, and
patient initial response to materials very positive.

Decreased balance confidence is present in patients without a fall history or
presentation with an overt balance impairment
Availability of questionnaire and safety related materials in different languages would
increase effectiveness and applicability in all of the off site clinics
The percentage of patients below the 67% self rating was much more prevalent in
specific clinical sites
Patients with decreased confidence begin to self limit functional activity, leading to a
decline in mobility over a course of time
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The ABC questionnaire will continue to be utilized in clinics where the highest
percentage of decreased self confidence rating was demonstrated.
Rehab Services will collaborate with Patient Educational Services to make both the
questionnaire and safety/balance materials available in other languages.
Treatment intervention to address functional activity impairments will be incorporated
into the patient program with ongoing monitoring throughout 2010 to assess
response to interventions.

For More Information Contact
Colleen Kennedy PT, GCS, OPD Rehab Services
Chelsea, ckennedy@bidmc.harvard.edu

